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Abstrat
We show that QM an be represented as a natural projetion of
a lassial statistial model on the phase spae Ω = H × H, where
H is the real Hilbert spae. Statistial states are given by Gaussian
measures on Ω having zero mean value and dispersion of very small
magnitude α (whih is onsidered as a small parameter of the model).
Suh statistial states an be interpreted as utuations of the bak-
ground eld, f. with SED and Nelson's mehanis. Physial variables
(e.g., energy) are given by maps f : Ω → R (funtions of lassial
elds). The onventional quantum representation of our prequantum
lassial statistial model is onstruted on the basis of the Taylor ex-
pansion (up to the terms of the seond order at the vauum eld point
ψvacuum ≡ 0) of variables f : Ω→ R with respet to the small param-
eter
√
α. The omplex struture of QM is indued by the sympleti
struture on the innite-dimensional phase spae Ω. A Gaussian mea-
sure (statistial state) is represented in QM by its ovariation operator.
Equations of Shrödinger, Heisenberg and von Neumann are images of
Hamiltonian dynamis on Ω. The main experimental predition of our
prequantum model is that experimental statistial averages an devi-
ate from ones given by QM.
1
1 Introdution
In the rst part of this paper [1℄ we demonstrated that, in spite of all NO-
GO theorems, it is possible to onstrut a general prequantum lassial
statistial model, f. with SED [2℄, [3℄, Nelson's stohasti mehanis [4℄ and
Hooft's deterministi prequantum models [5℄, [6℄. The phase spae of this
model is the innite dimensional Hilbert spae. Thus lassial systems are
in fat lassial elds. We all this approah Prequantum Classial Statistial
Field Theory (PCSFT). There was onstruted a natural map T establish-
ing the orrespondene between lassial and quantum statistial models.
This map T produes the following relation between lassial and quantum
averages:
< f >ρ= α < T (f) >T (ρ) +o(α), α→ 0, (1)
where ρ and f are, respetively, a lassial statistial state and a lassial
variable. Here α  the dispersion of the Gaussian measure ρ (having zero
mean value)  is onsidered as a small parameter of the model:
σ2(ρ) =
∫
‖ψ‖2dρ(ψ) = α→ 0.
Quantum states (pure as well as mixed) are images of Gaussian utuations
of the magnitude α on the innite dimensional spae Ω.
In [1℄ we onsidered the quantum model based on the real Hilbert spae
H. This model is essentially simpler than the omplex QM. It is well know
that justiation of introdution of the omplex struture in QM is a very
ompliated problem. We show that the omplex struture is the image of
the sympleti struture on the innite dimensional phase spae.
We found the lassial Hamiltonian dynamis on the phase spae whih
indues the quantum state dynamis (Shrödinger's equation). The ruial
point is that the lassial Hamilton funtion H(ψ) should be J-invariant:
H(Jψ) = H(ψ), (2)
where ψ ∈ Ω = Q×P, Q = P = H, and J : Q×P → Q×P is the sympleti
operator. The main reason to onsider lassial dynamis with J-invariant
Hamilton funtions is that suh dynamis preserve the magnitude of lassial
random utuations: the dispersion of a Gaussian measure. In our approah
the onventional (linear) quantum dynamis is the image of the lassial dy-
namis for a speial lass of quadrati Hamilton funtions, namely, satisfying
2
the ondition (2). Thus any quantum dynamis is in fat dynamis of a las-
sial (but innite-dimensional harmoni osillator). Sine all models under
onsideration are statistial, dynamis of a quantum state (inluding a pure
state) is dynamis of a Gaussian ensemble of innite-dimensional harmoni
osillators. For nonquadrati Hamilton funtion lassial dynamis on Ω an
be represented as a nonlinear Shrödinger equation. Thus by representing QM
as the image of PCSFT we see that the nonlinear Shrödinger equation is
not less natural than the onventional linear equation.
Our approah is based on saling of the lassial prequantum model based
on a small parameters α > 0. The parameter α desribes the magnitude
(dispersion) of quantum utuations. In our approah quantum averages are
obtained as approximations of lassial averages (when α→ 0) for amplied
lassial variables. If for a lassial variable f(ψ) we dene its ampliation
by
fα(ψ) =
1
α
f(ψ)
then (1) implies that
< f >quantum= lim
α→0
< fα >classical (3)
In the rst version of our approah [1℄ we identied the parameter α with
the Plank onstant h (all parameters were onsidered as dimensionless).
This was motivated by SED and Nelson's stohasti QM in that quantum
utuations have the Plank magnitude. However, our own model does not
say anything about relation of the Plank onstant and the magnitude of
quantum utuations. We ould not exlude the possibility that the α-sale
is essentially ner that the SED-sale based on the Plank onstant h.
Thus in our approah QM is a theory about ampliation of quantum u-
tuations, utuations of the prequantum lassial eld (bakground eld).
1
So we are in the same amp with SED-people with the only possible dier-
ene: the energy sale.
We pay attention that any point wise lassial dynamis (in partiular,
Hamiltonian) an be lifted to spaes of variables (funtions) and statistial
states (probability measures). In the ase of a J-invariant Hamilton funtion
1
It is a good plae to ite a remark of Greg Jaeger at the round table of the onferene
QTRF-3 (Växjö-2005): Quantum utuations are very important. We atually amplify
them in our laboratories using Parametri Down Conversion, see [7℄.
3
by mapping these lifting to QM we obtain, respetively, Heisenberg's dy-
namis for quantum observables and von Neumann's dynamis for statistial
operators.
We emphasize that one should distinguish (as always in lassial statis-
tial physis) dynamis of states of individual physial systems (point wise
dynamis) and dynamis of statistial states (dynamis of probability dis-
tributions). In onventional QM these two dynamis are typially identi-
ed. Our approah supports the original views of E. Shrödinger [8℄, [9℄.
Shrödinger's equation is a speial type of the Hamiltonian equation on the
innite-dimensional phase-spae (the spae of lassial elds). By our inter-
pretation this equation desribes the evolution of lassial states (elds). It is
impossible to provide any statistial interpretation to suh individual states.
In partiular, the wave funtion onsidered as a eld satisfying Shrödinger's
equation has no statistial interpretation. Only statistial states (probability
measures in the lassial model) and orresponding density operators (whih
are in fat salings of ovariation operators of measures representing statis-
tial states) have a statistial interpretation. The root of misunderstanding
was assigning (by M. Born) the statistial interpretation to the wave funtion
and at the same time onsidering it as the omplete desription of an indi-
vidual quantum system (the Copenhagen interpretation). The triky thing
is that in fat Born's interpretation should be assigned not to an individual
state Ψ, but to a statistial state given by the Gaussian distribution with the
ovariation operator:
BΨ = α Ψ⊗Ψ. (4)
Thus pure quantum states are simply statistial mixtures of speial Gaussian
utuations (onentrated on two dimensional (real) subspaes of the innite
dimensional Hilbert spae), see setion 9 for details. One ould reprodue
dynamis of suh a statistial state by onsidering the Shrödinger equation
with random initial onditions:
ih
dξ
dt
(t;ψ) = Hξ(t;ψ), ξ(t0;ψ) = ξ0(ψ), (5)
where H is Hamiltonian and ξ0(ψ) is the initial Gaussian random vetor
taking values in the Hilbert spae. We emphasize that ‖ξ(t;ψ)‖ ∈ [0,+∞).
There is no plae for the standard normalization ondition: ‖ξ(t;ψ)‖ = 1.
Quantum randomness is not irreduible, f. with von Neumann [10℄. This is
lassial randomness of initial onditions, f. with Bohmian mehanis [11℄,
[12℄.
4
We remark that the idea that QM an be represented as a probabilisti
projetion of a lassial probabilisti model was elaborated in the series of
author's papers, see, e.g., [13℄-[17℄. In these papers there was introdued
prespae in that it is possible to provide a ner desription of omplexes of
physial onditions (physial ontexts) than in QM. Quantum states were
obtained as images of ontexts. In the present paper the role of prespae is
played by the phase spae Ω, ontexts are represented by speial Gaussian
ensembles of lassial elds.
Finally, we pay attention that our work might be onsidered as a realiza-
tion of Einstein's dream: reation of purely eld model, f. [18℄, [19℄.
2 Hamiltonian mehanis
2.1 Quadrati Hamilton funtion
We onsider the onventional lassial phase spae:
Ω = Q× P, Q = P = Rn
Here states are represented by points ψ = (q, p) ∈ Ω; evolution of a state is
desribed by the Hamiltonian equations
q˙ =
∂H
∂p
, p˙ = −∂H
∂q,
(6)
where H(q, p) is the Hamilton funtion (a real valued funtion on the phase
spae Ω).
We onsider the salar produt on Rn : (x, y) =
∑n
j=1 xjyj and dene the
salar produt on Ω : (ψ1, ψ2) = (q1, q2) + (p1, p2). In our reseah we shall be
interested in quadrati Hamilton funtions:
H(q, p) = 1
2
(Hψ, ψ), (7)
where H : Ω → Ω is a symmetri operator. We remark that any (R-linear)
operator A : R2n → R2n an be represented in the form
A =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
,
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where A11 : Q → Q,A12 : P → Q, A21 : Q → Q,A22 : P → P. A linear
operator A : R2n → R2n is symmetri if
A∗11 = A11, A
∗
22 = A22, A
∗
12 = A21, A
∗
21 = A12.
Thus the Hamilton funtion (7) an be written as:
H(q, p) = 1
2
[(H11q, q) + 2(H12p, q) + (H22p, p)], (8)
The Hamiltonian equation is linear and it has the form:
q˙ = H21q +H22p, p˙ = −(H11q +H12p) (9)
As always, we dene the anonial sympleti struture on the phase spae
Ω = Q× P starting with the sympleti operator
J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(here the bloks "±1" denote n× n matries with ±1 on the diagonal). By
using the sympleti operator J we an write these Hamiltonian equations
in the operator form:
ψ˙ =
(
q˙
p˙
)
= JHψ (10)
Thus
ψ(t) = Utψ, where Ut = e
JHt. (11)
The map Utψ is a linear Hamiltonian ow on the phase spae Ω.
2.2 J-invariant quadrati forms and J-ommuting op-
erators
In our investigations we shall be onentrated on onsideration of J-invariant
quadrati forms. It is easy to see that sympleti invariane of the quadrati
form fA(ψ) = (Aψ, ψ), where A : Ω→ Ω is the linear symmetri operator, is
equivalent to ommuting of A with the sympleti operator J. Let us onsider
the lass Lsymp ≡ Lsymp(Ω) of linear operators A : Ω → Ω whih ommute
with the sympleti operator:
AJ = JA (12)
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This is a subalgebra of the algebra of all linear operators L(Ω). We all suh
operators J-ommuting.
Proposition 2.1. A ∈ Lsymp(Ω) i A11 = A22 = D,A12 = −A21 = S :
A =
(
D S
−S D
)
We remark that an operator A ∈ Lsymp(Ω) is symmetri i D∗ = D and
S∗ = −S. Hene any symmetri J-ommuting operator in the phase spae
is determined by a pair of operators (D,S), where D is symmetri and S is
anti-symmetri. Suh an operator indues the quadrati form
fA(ψ) = (Aψ, ψ) = (Dq, q) + 2(Sp, q) + (Dp, p). (13)
2.3 Dynamis for J-invariant quadrati Hamilton fun-
tions
Let us onsider an operator H ∈ Lsymp(Ω): H =
(
R T
−T R
)
. This operator
denes the quadrati Hamiltonian funtion H(q, p) = 1
2
(Hψ, ψ) whih an be
written as
H(q, p) = 1
2
[(Rp, p) + 2(Tp, q) + (Rq, q)] (14)
where R∗ = R, T ∗ = −T Corresponding Hamiltonian equations have the
form
q˙ = Rp− Tq, p˙ = −(Rq + Tp) (15)
Proposition 2.2. For a J-invariant Hamilton funtion, the Hamiltonian
ow Ut, see (11), onsists of J-ommuting operators: UtJ = JUt.
Example 2.1. (One dimensional J-invariant harmoni osillator) Let
H(q, p) = 1
2
[p
2
m
+mk2q2] (we use the symbol k to denote frequeny, sine ψ
is already used for the point of the phase spae). To get a Hamiltonian of
the form (14), we onsider the ase
1
m
= mk2. Thus m = 1
k
and H(q, p) =
k
2
[p2 + q2]; Hamiltonian equations are given by q˙ = kp, p˙ = −kq Here the
symmetri J-ommuting matrix H =
(
k 0
0 k
)
.
Let us dene the sympleti form on the phase spae:
w(ψ1, ψ2) = (ψ1, Jψ2). (16)
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Thus
w(ψ1, ψ2) = (p2, q1)− (p1, q2)
for ψj = {qj , pj}, j = 1, 2. This is a skew-symmetri bilinear form.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a symmetri operator. Then A ∈ Lsymp(Ω)
i it is symmeri with respet to the sympleti form:
w(Aψ1, ψ2) = w(ψ1, Aψ2) (17)
Remark 2.1. (Käller struture) We started our onsiderations not di-
retly with an arbitrary sympleti form on Ω, but with the anonial sym-
pleti form (16) orresponding to the inner produt (Riemannian metri)
on Ω. Thus we an anonially introdue the hermitian metri on the om-
plex realization Ωc of Ω. Thus, in fat, from the very beginning we worked
not on an arbitrary sympleti manifold, but on a Käller manifold. The
J-invariane appears very naturally as the onsisteny ondition for the Rie-
mannian metri and the sympleti struture.
2.4 Complex representation of dynamis for J-invariant
quadrati Hamilton funtions
Let us introdue on phase spae Ω the omplex struture: Ωc = Q⊕ iP. We
have iψ = −p + iq = −Jψ. A R-linear operator A : Ωc → Ωc is C-linear i
A(iψ) = iAψ that is equivalent to A ∈ Lsymp(Ω).
Proposition 2.4. The lass of C-linear operators L(Ωc) oinides with
the lass of J-ommuting operators Lsymp(Ω).
We introdue on Ωc a omplex salar produt (hermitian metri, see Re-
mark 2.1) based on the C-extension of the real salar produt:
< ψ1, ψ2 >=< q1 + ip1, q2 + ip2 >
= (q1, q2) + (p1, p2) + i((p1, q2)− (p2, q1)).
Thus
< ψ1, ψ2 >= (ψ1, ψ2)− iw(ψ1, ψ2),
where w is the sympleti form. This is the anonial hermitian metri on
the Käller manifold Ω.
A C-linear operator A is symmetri with respet to the omplex salar
produt < . . . > i it is symmetri with respet to both real bilinear forms:
8
(·, ·) and w(·, ·). Sine for A ∈ Lsymp(Ω) the former implies the latter, we
get that a C-linear operator in Ωcis symmetri i it is symmetri in the real
spae Ω.
Proposition 2.5. The lass of C-linear symmetri operators Ls(Ωc)
oinides with the lass of J-ommuting symmetri operators Lsymp,s(Ω).
We also remark that for a J-ommuting operator A its real and omplex
adjoint operators:
A⋆ and A∗
oinide. We showed that C-linear symmetri operators appear naturally as
omplex representations of J-ommuting symmetri operators.
Proposition 2.6. For a quadrati J-invariant Hamilton funtion H(ψ),
its omplexiation does not hange dynamis.
Proof. To prove this, we remark that w(Hψ, ψ) = 0 and hene
H(ψ) = 1
2
< Hψ, ψ >=
1
2
[(Hψ, ψ)− iw(Hψ, ψ)] = 1
2
(Hψ, ψ), ψ ∈ Ω.
I onsider the introdution of a omplex struture on the phase-spae
merely as using a new language: instead of sympleti invariane, we speak
about C-linearity. By Proposition 2.6 the Hamilton funtion (14) an be
written H(ψ) = 1
2
< Hψ, ψ >,H ∈ Ls(Cn), and the Hamiltonian equation
(10) an be written in the omplex form as:
i
dψ
dt
= Hψ (18)
Any solution has the following omplex representation:
ψ(t) = Utψ, Ut = e
−iHt/h. (19)
This is the omplex representation of ows orresponding to quadrati J-
invariant Hamilton funtions.
3 Shrödinger dynamis as a dynamis with J-
invariant Hamilton funtion on the innite
dimensional phase spae
Let Ωc be a omplex Hilbert spae (innite dimensional and separable) and
let < ·, · > be the omplex salar produt on Ωc. The symbol Ls ≡ Ls(Ωc)
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denotes the spae of ontinuous C-linear self-adjoint operators. We use the
Plank system of units: h = 1. The Shrödinger dynamis in Ω is given by
the linear equation:
i
dψ
dt
= Hψ (20)
and hene
ψ(t) = Utψ, Ut = e
−iHt. (21)
We see that these are simply innite-dimensional versions of equations (18)
and (19) obtained from the Hamiltonian equations for a quadrati J-invariant
Hamilton funtion in the proess of omplexiation of lassial mehan-
is. Therefore we an reverse our previous onsiderations (with the only
remark that now the phase spae is innite dimensional) and represent the
Shrödinger dynamis (20) in the omplex Hilbert spae as the Hamiltonian
dynamis in the innite-dimensional phase spae.
2
We emphasize that this
Hamiltonian dynamis (10) is a dynamis in the phase spae Ω and not in
the unit sphere of this Hilbert spae! The Hamiltonian ow ψ(t, ψ) = Utψ is
a ow on the whole phase spae Ω.
We onsider in Ω the R-linear operator J orresponding to multipliation
by −i; we represent the omplex Hilbert spae in the form:
Ωc = Q⊕ iP,
where Q and P are opies of the real Hilbert spae. Here ψ = q + ip.
We emphasize that q and p are not ordinary position and momentum for
partiles. These are their eld analogues (if we hoose Q = P = L2(R
3)):
these are funtions of x ∈ R3. We onsider now the real phase spae:
Ω = Q× P.
As in the nite dimensional ase, we have:
Proposition 3.1. The lass of ontinuous C-linear self-adjoint opera-
tors Ls(Ωc) oinides with the lass of ontinuous J-ommuting self-adjoint
operators Lsymp,s(Ω).
2
Innite dimension indues merely mathematial diulties. The physial interpreta-
tion of formalism is the same as in the nite-dimensional ase.
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Let us onsider a quantum Hamiltonian H ∈ Ls(Ωc).3 It determines the
lassial Hamiltonian funtion:
H(ψ) = 1
2
< Hψ, ψ >=
1
2
[(Rp, p) + 2(Tp, q) + (Rq, q)]
The orresponding Hamiltonian equation on the lassial phase spae Ω =
Q× P, where Q and P are opies of the real Hilbert spae, is given by
dq
dt
= Rp− Tq, dp
dt
= −(Rq + Tp) (22)
If we apply the omplexiation proedure to this system of Hamiltonian
equations we, of ourse, obtain the Shrödinger equation (20).
Example 3.1. Let us onsider an important lass of Hamilton funtions
H(q, p) = 1
2
[(Rp, p) + (Rq, q)], (23)
where R is a symmetri operator. The orresponding Hamiltonian equations
have the form:
q˙ = Rp, p˙ = −Rq. (24)
We now hoose H = L2(R
3), so q(x) and p(x) are omponents of the vetor-
eld ψ(x) = (q(x), p(x)). We an all elds q(x) and p(x) mutually induing.
The presene of the eld p(x) indues dynamis of the eld q(x) and vie
versa, f. with eletri and magneti omponents, q(x) = E(x) and p(x) =
B(x), of the lassial eletromagneti eld, f. Einstein and Infeld [19℄, p.
148: Every hange of an eletri eld produes a magneti eld; every hange of
this magneti eld produes an eletri eld; every hange of ..., and so on. We
an write the form (23) as
H(q, p) = 1
2
∫
R6
R(x, y)[q(x)q(y) + p(x)p(y)]dxdy (25)
or
H(ψ) = 1
2
∫
R6
R(x, y)ψ(x)ψ¯(y)dxdy, (26)
where R(x, y) = R(y, x) is in general a distribution on R6.
3
We may onsider operator H ≥ 0, but for the present onsideration this is not impor-
tant.
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We all suh a kernel R(x, y) a self-interation potential for the eld
ψ(x) = (q, (x), p(x)).We pay attention that R(x, y) indues a self-interation
of eah omponent of the ψ(x), but there is no ross-interation between om-
ponents q(x) and p(x) of the vetor-eld ψ(x).
One may justify onsideration of J-invariant physial variables on the
Hilbert phase spae by referring to quantum mehanis: the orret lassial
Hamiltonian dynamis is based on J-invariant Hamilton funtions, beause
they indue the orret quantum dynamis. So the lassial prequantum
dynamis was reonstruted on the basis of the quantum dynamis. I have
nothing against suh an approah. But it would be interesting to nd internal
lassial motivation for onsidering J-invariant Hamilton funtions. We shall
do this in setion 5.
4 Lifting of point wise dynamis to spaes of
variables and measures
4.1 General dynamial framework
Let (X,F ) be an arbitrary measurable spae. Here X is a set and F is a σ-
eld of its subsets. Denote the spae of random variables (measurable maps
f : X → R) by the symbol RV (X) and the spae of probability measures
on (X,F ) by the symbol PM(X). Consider a measurable map g : X → X.
It indues the maps
g∗ : RV (X)→ RV (X), g∗f(x) = f(g(x))
g∗ :MP (X)→MP (X),
∫
X
f(x)dg∗µ(x) =
∫
X
g∗f(x)dµ(x).
We now onsider a dynamial system in X :
xt = gt(x), (27)
where gt : X → X is an one-parametri family of measurable maps (the
parameter t is real and plays the role of time). By using lifting α and β we
an lift this point wise dynamis in X to dynamis in RV (X) and MP (X),
respetively:
ft = g
∗
t f (28)
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µt = g
∗
tµ. (29)
We shall see in setions 6, 7 that for X = Ω (innite dimensional phase
spae) quantum images of dynamial systems (27), (28), (29) are respe-
tively dynamis of Shrödinger (for state  wave funtion), Heisenberg (for
operators-observables) and von Neumann (for density operator). To obtain
quantum mehanis, we should hoose adequate spaes of physial variables
and measures.
4.2 Lifting of the Hamiltonian dynamis
It is well known that the lifting of Hamiltonian dynamis to the spae of
smooth variables is given by the Liouville equation, see e.g. [20℄. In par-
tiular, the funtional lifting of any Hamiltonian dynamis on the Hilbert
phase spae Ω an be represented as the innite-dimensional Liouville equa-
tion, [21℄. We remark that this is a general fat whih has no relation to our
speial lassial framework based on J-invariant Hamilton funtions. For
smooth funtions on the Ω we introdue the Poisson brakets, see, e.g., [22℄:
{f1(ψ), f2(ψ)} =
(∂f1
∂q
(ψ),
∂f2
∂p
(ψ)
)
−
(∂f2
∂q
(ψ),
∂f1
∂p
(ψ)
)
.
We reall that for f : H → R its rst derivative an be represented as a
vetor belonging H ; so for f : H × H → R its gradient ∇f(ψ) belongs
H ×H. We pay attention that {f1, f2} == (∇f1, J∇f2) = w(∇f1,∇f2). Let
H(ψ) be a smooth Hamilton funtion induing the ow Ut(ψ). For a smooth
funtion f0 we set f(t, ψ) = f0(Ut(ψ)). It is easy to see that this funtion is
the solution of the Cauhy problem for the Liouville equation:
∂f
∂t
(t, ψ) = {f(t, ψ),H(ψ)}, f(0, ψ) = f0(ψ) (30)
The funtional ow Ψ(t, f0) = αUtf0 an be represented as
Ψ(t, f0) = e
−tLf0, (31)
where
L =
(∂H
∂q
(ψ),
∂
∂p
)
−
(∂H
∂p
(ψ),
∂
∂q
)
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5 Dispersion preserving dynamis of statistial
states
Everywhere in this setion we onsider only quadrati Hamilton funtions on
the innite-dimensional phase spae Ω. We start our onsideration with an
arbitrary quadrati Hamiltonian funtion H(ψ) = 1
2
(Hψ, ψ) (the operator H
need not be J-ommuting). Let us onsider the Hamiltonian ow Ut : Ω→ Ω
indued by the Hamiltonian system (10). This map is given by (11). It is
important to pay attention that the map Ut is invertible; in partiular,
Ut(Ω) = Ω. (32)
We are interested in a Hamiltonian ow Ut suh that the orresponding dy-
namis in the spae of probabilities (29) preserves the magnitude of statistial
utuations:
σ2(U∗t ρ) = σ
2(ρ) :
∫
Ω
‖ψ‖2dU∗t ρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
‖ψ‖2dρ(ψ) (33)
or ∫
Ω
‖Utψ‖2dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
‖ψ‖2dρ(ψ). (34)
We start the study of this problem with a suient ondition for preserving
the magnitude of statistial utuations: the Hamiltonian ow Utψ onsists
of isometri maps:
‖Utψ‖2 = ‖ψ‖2, ψ ∈ Ω. (35)
Proposition 5.1. A Hamiltonian ow Utψ is isometri i the funtion
H(ψ) is J-invariant.
Proof. a). Let H be J-ommuting. Then we have:
d
dt
‖Utψ‖2 = 2(U˙tψ, Utψ) = 2(JHUtψ, Utψ) = 0
Here we used the simple fat that the operator JH is skew symmetri:
(JH)⋆ = −HJ = −JH. Thus (35) holds.
b). Let (35) hold. Then
d
dt
‖Utψ‖2 = 0. By using previous omputations
and (32) we get that:
(JHψ, ψ) = 0, ψ ∈ Ω. (36)
Hene the operator JH is skew symmetri. This implies that H ommutes
with J.
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For our further onsiderations, see setion 12, it is useful to rewrite (36)
in the form:
(JH′(ψ), ψ) = 0, ψ ∈ Ω. (37)
Corollary 5.1. The ow orresponding to a J-invariant Hamilton fun-
tion preserves the utuations of the xed α-magnitude. For any measure
ρ (having the zero mean value and nite dispersion), if σ2(ρ) = α, then
σ2(U∗t ρ) = α for any t ≥ 0.
This is our explanation of the exeptional role of J-invariant physial
variables on the innite-dimensional lassial phase spae.
If a Hamilton funtion is not J-invariant then the orresponding Hamil-
tonian ow an indue inreasing of the magnitude of utuations. But we
reall that quantum model is a representation based on negleting by utu-
ations of the magnitude o(α), α→ 0. Therefore a Hamiltonian ow whih is
not J-invariant an indue the transformation of quantum statistial states,
i.e., distributions on the phase spae having dispersion of the magnitude α,
into nonquantum statistial states, i.e. distributions on the phase spae
having dispersions essentially larger than α.
6 Dynamis in the spae of physial variables
6.1 Arbitrary quadrati variables
Let us onsider the Hamiltonian ow Ut : Ω → Ω indued by an arbitrary
quadrati Hamilton funtion. Let A : Ω → Ω be a ontinuous self-adjoint
operator and fA = (Aψ, ψ). We have U
∗
t fA(ψ) = fA(Utψ) = fU⋆t AUt(ψ). This
dynamis an be represented as the dynamis in the spae of ontinuous
linear symmetri operators
At = U
⋆
t AUt (38)
We remark that Ut = e
JHt, so U⋆t = e
−HJt. Thus
At = e
−HJtAeJHt. (39)
Thus
dAt
dt
=
(
AtJH−HJAt
)
, or
dAt
dt
= [At,HJ ] + At[J,H] (40)
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We remark that dynamis (38) an be also obtained from the Liouville equa-
tion, but I presented the diret derivation.
6.2 J-invariant variables
We onsider the spae of physial variables
Vquad,symp(Ω) = {f : Ω→ R : f ≡ fA(ψ) = 1
2
(Aψ, ψ), A ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω)}
(onsisting of J-invariant quadrati forms). Let us onsider the lifting of
the ow orresponding to a J-invariant quadrati Hamilton funtion to the
spae Vquad,symp(Ω). In this ase both operators, H and A are J-ommuting.
Therefore the ow (39) an be written as
At = U
⋆
t AUt = e
−JHtAeJHt (41)
The evolution equation (40) is simplied:
dAt
dt
= −J [H, At] (42)
6.3 Complexiation
As in setion 6.2, we suppose that [H, J ] = 0 and [A, J ] = 0. By onsidering
on the phase spae the omplex struture and representing the sympleti
operator J by −i we write (39) in the form of the Heisenberg dynamis:
At = U
∗
t AUt = e
itHAe−itH (43)
(here U∗t is the omplex adjoint operator to Ut) and the evolution equation
(40) in the form of the Heisenberg equation:
dAt
dt
= i[H, At] (44)
Thus this equation is just the image of the lifting of the lassial quadrati
Hamiltonian dynamis in the ase of J-invariant quadrati variables.
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7 Dynamis in the spae of statistial states
7.1 Arbitrary Gaussian measures
Let us onsider the ow Ut : Ω → Ω indued by an arbitrary quadrati
Hamilton funtion H(ψ). Let ρ be an arbitrary Gaussian measure with zero
mean value. Sine a linear ontinuous transformation of a Gaussian mea-
sure is again a Gaussian measure, we have that U∗t (ρ) is Gaussian. We nd
dynamis of the ovariation operator of U∗t (ρ). We have:
(cov(U∗tρ)y1, y2) =
∫
Ω
(y1, ψ)(y2, ψ)dU
∗
tρ(ψ)
=
∫
Ω
(y1, Utψ)(y2, Utψ)dρ(ψ) = (cov(ρ)U
⋆
ty1,U
⋆
ty2).
Thus, for the ovariation operator Bt = cov(U
∗
tρ), we have:
Bt = UtBU
⋆
t ≡ eJHtBe−HJt (45)
Thus
dBt
dt
=
(
JHBt −BtHJ
)
, or
dBt
dt
= [JH, Bt] +Bt[J,H] (46)
7.2 J-invariant measures
We now onsider the lifting (to the spae of measures) of the ow Ut : Ω→ Ω
indued by a J-invariant quadrati Hamilton funtion H(ψ). We start with
the following mathematial result:
Proposition 7.1. A Gaussian measure ρ (with zero mean value) is J-
invariant i its ovariation operator is J-invariant.
Proof. a). Let J∗ρ = ρ. It is suient to prove that BJ is skew sym-
metri, where B = cov ρ. We have:
(BJy1, y2) =
∫
Ω
(Jy1, ψ)(y2, ψ)dρ(ψ) = −
∫
Ω
(y1, Jψ)(y2, J
⋆Jψ)dρ(ψ)
= −
∫
Ω
(y1, Jψ)(Jy2, Jψ)dρ(ψ) = −
∫
Ω
(y1, ψ)(Jy2, ψ)dβJρ(ψ)
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= −
∫
Ω
(Jy2, ψ)(y1, ψ)dρ(ψ) = −(BJy2, y1) = −(y1, BJy2).
b). Let B = cov(ρ) ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω). We nd the Fourier transform of the
Gaussian measure J∗ρ :
J˜∗ρ(y) =
∫
Ω
ei(y,Jψ)dρ(ψ) == ρ˜(J⋆y) = e−
1
2
(BJ⋆y,J⋆y) == ρ˜(y).
From the proof we also obtain:
Corollary 7.1. Let ρ be an arbitrary J-invariant measure. Then its
ovariation operator is J-invariant.
Sine the ow for a J-invariant quadrati Hamilton funtion onsists of
J-ommuting linear operators, JUt = UtJ, by using the representation (45)
and Proposition 7.1 we prove that the spae of J-invariant Gaussian measures
(with zero mean value) is invariant for the map U∗t . Here we have:
Bt = UtBU
⋆
t ≡ eJHtBe−JHt (47)
or
dBt
dt
= −J [Bt,H] (48)
7.3 Complexiation
We suppose that [H, J ] = 0 and [B, J ] = 0. By onsidering on the phase
spae the omplex struture and representing the sympleti operator J by
−i we write (47) in the form:
Bt = UtBU
∗
t = e
−iHtBeiHt (49)
or
dBt
dt
= i[Bt,H] (50)
This is nothing else than the von Neumann equation for the statistial opera-
tor. The only dierene is that the ovariane operator B is not normalized.
The normalization will ome from the orrespondene map T projeting a
prequantum lassial statistial model onto QM, see setion 8.
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7.4 Dynamis in the spae of statistial states
First we onsider the spae of all Gaussian measures having zero mean value
and dispersion α. We reall that here α is a small parameter haraterizing
utuations of energy of the bakground eld:
α =
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
∫
R3
(|q(x)|2 + |p(x)|2)dx dρ(q, p).
We do not provide dimension analysis in this paper. But the ruial point
is that elements of the phase spae Ω = L2(R
3)× L2(R3), wave funtions,
are onsidered as lassial elds (as the lassial eletromagneti eld) and
not as `square roots of probabilities (f. with the onventional Born's inter-
pretation of the wave funtion, but also f. with the original Shrödinger's
interpretation).
Denote this spae of suh measures by the symbol SαG(Ω). These are Gaus-
sian measures suh that
(y,mρ) =
∫
Ω
(y, ψ)dρ(ψ) = 0, y ∈ Ω, and σ2(ρ) =
∫
Ω
‖ψ‖2dρ(ψ) = α
For the ow Ut orresponding to a J-invariant quadrati Hamilton fun-
tion, we have (see setion 5)
U∗t : S
α
G(Ω)→ SαG(Ω)
Denote the subspae of SαG(Ω) onsisting of J-invariant measures by the
symbol SαG,symp(Ω). We also have:
U∗t : S
α
G,symp(Ω)→ SαG,symp(Ω).
7.5 Complex ovariation
Everywhere below we onsider only measures with nite dispersions. Let
us introdue omplex average mcρ and ovariane operator B
c ≡ covcρ by
setting:
< mcρ, y >=
∫
Ω
< y, ψ > dρ(ψ). (51)
< Bcy1, y2 >=
∫
Ω
< y1, ψ >< ψ, y2 > dρ(ψ). (52)
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Proposition 7.2. Let ρ be a J-invariant measure. Then
mcρ = 0 i mρ = 0. (53)
Proof. Sine ρ is J-invariant, for any Borel funtion f : Ω→ R, we have:∫
Ω
f(ψq, ψp)dρ(ψq, ψp) =
∫
Ω
f(ψp,−ψq)dρ(ψq, ψp) (54)
Let mρ = 0. Then:
0 =
∫
Ω
(y, ψ)dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
[(yq, ψq) + (yp, ψp)]dρ(ψ)
=
∫
Ω
[(yq, ψp)− (yp, ψq)]dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
w(y, ψ)dρ(ψ),
where w is the sympleti form Ω. Hene the last integral is also equal to
zero. On the other hand, for the omplex average we have:
< y,mcρ >=
∫
Ω
(y, ψ)dρ(ψ)− i
∫
Ω
w(y, ψ)dρ(ψ). (55)
Proposition 7.3. Let ρ be an arbitrary J-invariant measure with the
zero mean value. Then
covcρ = 2cov ρ (56)
Proof. We have
covcρ(y, y) =
∫
Ω
| < y, ψ > |2dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
|(y, ψ)− iw(y, ψ)|2dρ(ψ)
=
∫
Ω
[(y, ψ)2 + (y, Jψ)2]dρ(ψ).
By using sympleti invariane of the measure ρ we get:∫
Ω
(y, Jψ)2dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
(y, ψ)2dρ(ψ).
Thus
covcρ(y, y) = 2
∫
Ω
(y, ψ)2dρ(ψ) = 2covρ(y, y).
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Theorem 7.1. For any measure ρ with the zero mean value and any
J-ommuting operator A, we have:∫
Ω
< Aψ, ψ > dρ(ψ) = Tr covcρ A; (57)
in partiular,
σ2(ρ) = Tr covcρ. (58)
Proof. Let {ej} be an orthonormal basis in Ωc (we emphasize that or-
thogonality and normalization are with respet to the omplex and not real
salar produt). Then:
Tr covcρ A =
∫
Ω
∑
j
< Aej, ψ >< ψ, ej > dρ(ψ) =
∫
Ω
< Aψ, ψ > dρ(ψ).
We reall that we showed in [1℄ that and
σ2(ρ) = Tr covρ. (59)
It seems that there is a ontradition between equalities (59), (58) and
(56). In fat, there is no ontradition, beause in (59) and (58) we use
two dierent traes: with respet to the real and omplex salar produts,
respetively. This is an important point; even normalization by trae one
for the von Neumann density operator is the normalization with respet to
the omplex salar produt. By using indexes R and C to denote real and
omplex traes, respetively, we an write:
σ2(ρ) = TrR cov ρ = TrC cov
c ρ.
We remark that the omplex average mcρ and the ovariation operator B
c
are
C-linear even if a measure is not J-invariant. However, in general real and
omplex averages do not oinide and real and omplex ovariane operators
are not oupled by (56).
Let us nd relation between B = covρ and Bc = covcρ in the general
ase. It is easy to see that for
B =
(
B11 B12
B21 B22
)
, B∗11 = B11, B
∗
22 = B22, B
∗
12 = B21
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and
Bc =
(
D S
−S D
)
we have
Proposition 7.4. The bloks in real and omplex ovariation operators
are onneted by the following equalities:
D = B11 +B22, S = B12 − B21. (60)
Thus in the general ase the omplex ovariation operator Bc does not
determine the Gaussian measure ρB uniquely.
Let now ρB be J-invariant. Then
B =
(
B11 B12
−B12 B11
)
.
Thus
D = 2B11, S = 2B12, (61)
so we obtain (56) and, hene, we obtain:
Corollary 7.2. There is one-to-one orrespondene between J-invariant
Gaussian measures with the zero mean value and omplex ovariation oper-
ators.
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As was remarked, even for a Gaussian measure ρ whih is not J-invariant
its omplex ovariation operator Bc does not dene ρ uniquely. Nevertheless,
let us represent an arbitrary measure ρ (with zero mean value and nite
dispersion) by its omplex ovariation operator Bc (so we projet measures
to their omplex ovariation operators).
Let us onsider the dynamis of ρ indued by a dynamis in Ω with
a quadrati J-invariant Hamilton funtion H. We obtain a one-parameter
family of measures ρt = U
∗
t ρ. It is easy to see that B
c(t) = UtB
cU∗t . Sine
[Bc, J ] = 0, the Bc(t) satises the von Neumann equation (50).
8 Prequantum lassial statistial model
We onsider the innite-dimensional phase-spae (spae of lassial elds)
Ω = Q× P, where Q and P are opies of the (separable) Hilbert spae. Our
4
These are C-linear self-adjoint positively dened operators Bc : Ωc → Ωc belonging
to the trae lass
22
aim is to onstrut a prequantum lassial statistial model on this phase-
spae induing the onventional (Dira-von Neumann) quantum statistial
model
Nquant = (D(Ωc),Ls(Ωc)),
where the omplex Hilbert spae Ωc = Q ⊕ iP. Here D(Ωc) is the spae of
density operators and Ls(Ωc) is the spae of bounded self-adjoint operators
in Ωc (quantum observables).
5
We hoose the spae of lassial statistial states SαG,symp(Ω) onsisting of
J-invariant Gaussian measures having zero mean value and dispersion α.
We hoose, f. [1℄, the spae of lassial physial variables as the fun-
tional spae Vsymp(Ω) onsisting of real analyti funtions, f : Ω → R, that
have the exponential growth:
there exist C0, C1 ≥ 0 : |f(ψ)| ≤ C0eC1‖x‖; (62)
preserve the state of vauum:
f(0) = 0 (63)
and that are J-invariant: f(Jψ) = f(ψ).
We pay attention that any f ∈ Vsymp(Ω) is an even funtion: f(−ψ) =
f(J2ψ) = f(Jψ) = f(ψ). We shall also use a simple onsequene of this
result: if f ∈ Vsymp(Ω), then its derivative is an odd funtion.
Example 8.1. Let H ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω). Then any polynomial f(ψ) =∑N
k=1 ak(Hψ, ψ)
k, ak ∈ R, belongs to the spae Vsymp(Ω).
The following trivial mathematial result plays the fundamental role in
establishing lassial → quantum orrespondene.
Proposition 8.1. Let f ∈ Vsymp(Ω). Then
f ′′(0) ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω). (64)
We remark that for an arbitrary ψ ∈ Ω we have
Jf ′′(ψ) = f ′′(Jψ)J. (65)
5
To simplify onsiderations, we onsider only quantum observables represented by
bounded operators. To obtain the general quantum model with observables represented by
unbounded operators, we should onsider a prequantum lassial statistial model based
on the Gelfand triple: Ω+
c
⊂ Ωc ⊂ Ω−c .
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We onsider now the lassial statistial model:
Mαsymp = (S
α
G,symp(Ω),Vsymp(Ω)). (66)
Let us nd the average of a variable f ∈ Vsymp(Ω) with respet to a
statistial state ρB ∈ SαG,symp(Ω) :
< f >ρB=
∫
Ω
f(ψ)dρB(ψ) =
∫
Ω
f(
√
αψ)dρD(ψ)
=
∞∑
n=2
(α)n/2
n!
∫
Ω
f (n)(0)(ψ, ..., ψ)dρD(ψ), (67)
where the ovariation operator of the
√
α-saling ρD of the Gaussian measure
ρB has the form:
D = B/α.
Sine ρB ∈ SαG(Ω), we have Tr D = 1. The hange of variables in (67) an be
onsidered as saling of the magnitude of statistial (Gaussian) utuations.
Flutuations whih were onsidered as very small,
σ2(ρ) = α, (68)
(where α → 0 is a small parameter) are onsidered in the new sale as
standard normal utuations.
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By (67) we have:
< f >ρ=
α
2
∫
Ω
(f ′′(0)ψ, ψ)dρD(ψ) + o(α), α→ 0, (69)
or
< f >ρ=
α
2
Tr D f ′′(0) + o(α), α→ 0. (70)
Finally, we rewrite the formulas (69) and (70) in the omplex form:
< f >ρ=
α
2
∫
Ω
< f ′′(0)ψ, ψ > dρD(ψ) + o(α), α→ 0, (71)
or
< f >ρ= α Tr D
c f
′′(0)
2
+ o(α), α→ 0. (72)
6
Thus QM is a kind of the statistial mirosope whih gives us the possibility to see
the eet of utuations of the magnitude α in a neighborhood of vauum eld point,
ψvacuum ≡ 0).
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We pay attention that in (70) a trae is the trae with respet to the real
salar produt and in (72) - the omplex salar produt.
For a lassial variable f(ψ), we dene its ampliation by
fα(ψ) =
1
α
f(ψ)
(when α → 0 this ampliation will be beoming innitely large). We see
that the lassial average of the ampliation fα(ψ) of a lassial variable
f(ψ)(omputed in the model (66) by using the measure-theoreti approah)
is approximately equal to the quantum average (omputed in the model
Nquant = (D(Ωc),Ls(Ωc)) with the aid of the von Neumann trae-formula):
< fα >ρ= Tr D
c f
′′(0)
2
+ o(1), α→ 0. (73)
The lassial → quantum orrespondene map T is similar to the map
presented in [1℄ in the real ase:
T : SαG,symp(Ω)→ D(Ωc), T (ρ) =
covcρ
α
(74)
T : Vsymp(Ω)→ Ls(Ωc), T (f) = f
′′(0)
2
(75)
Theorem 8.2. The map T, given by (74), (75), establishes a projetion
of the lassial statistial modelMαsymp onto the Dira-von Neumann quantum
model Nquant. The map (74) is one-to-one (bijetion); the map (75) is only
onto (surjetion). The latter map is a R-linear operator. Classial and
quantum averages are oupled via the asymptoti equality (72).
We remark that our projetion map T : Vsymp(Ω) → Ls(Ωc) fullls an
important postulate for lassial→quantum orrespondene whih was used
by J. von Neumann:
T (
∑
λjfj) =
∑
λjT (fj), λj ∈ R, fj ∈ Vsymp(Ω). (76)
Here quantum observables Aj = T (fj) an be inompatible, so these op-
erators an be nonommuting, see von Neumann [10℄. This postulate was
strongly ritiized by J. Bell [23℄ and L. Ballentine [24℄ as nonphysial  be-
ause it is not easy to give a physial meaning to a linear ombination of
25
inompatible observables. I agree that their arguments are not meaningless
and there an be really problems with an experimental realization of the
right-hand side of (76). But in a theoretial model the relation (76) might
be in priniple well established. Therefore, in spite the ritial arguments of
Bell and Ballentine, there is nothing pathologial in this relation. We reall
that our projetion T is not one-to-one on the spae of physial variables, but
von Neumann postulated that a suh orrespondene should be one-to-one.
Nevertheless, we have:
Corollary 8.1. The restrition of the lassial → quantum map T onto
the spae of quadrati J-invariant variables Vquad,symp(Ω) is one-to-one map
with its image Ls(Ωc).
Remark 8.1. (Quadrati lassial variables) Corollary 8.1 shows that
the lassial → quantum map T : Vquad,symp(Ω) → Ls(Ωc) is nondegenerate.
Eah quantum observable A has uniquely dened lassial preimage f(ψ) =
1
2
(Aψ, ψ). In priniple, we ould hoose the lassial statistial model:
Mαquad,symp = (S
α
G,symp(Ω), Vquad,symp(Ω)). (77)
There is one-to-one orrespondene between elements of this lassial model
and the Dira-von Neumann model. Another important argument to hoose
this lassial model is that the Shrödinger dynamis is in fat dynamis
for a quadrati J-invariant Hamilton funtion. Nevertheless, we do not re-
strit our onsideration to the lassial model Mαquad,symp. We an speulate
that linearity of the Hamilton-Shrödinger evolution is just an approxima-
tive linearity of nonlinear dynamis in Ω indued by nonquadrati Hamilton
funtions. But this interesting problem should be investigated in more detail.
Remark 8.2. (On the hoie of a spae of lassial variables) We ho-
sen the funtional spae Vsymp(Ω) by generalizing the lass of quadrati
forms Vquad,symp(Ω)). As the main harateristi for generalization we ho-
sen the ondition of J-invariane. By Proposition 8.1 this ondition implies
that, for f ∈ Vsymp(Ω), its seond derivative is a J-ommuting operator.
However, suh a hoie of the funtional spae of lassial physial vari-
ables is not unique. There an be hosen other harateristis of quadrati
forms f ∈ Vquad,symp(Ω)) to obtain spaes of lassial variables dierent from
Vsymp(Ω) and, nevertheless, reproduing the lass of quantum observables.
The problem of an adequate hoie of a spae of lassial variables (as well
as statistial states) is not yet solved, see also setion 12 for further onsid-
erations.
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9 Gaussian measures induing quantum pure
states
Let Ψ = u + iv ∈ Ωc, so u ∈ Q, v ∈ P and let ||Ψ|| = 1. By using the
onventional terminology of quantum mehanis we say that suh a normal-
ized vetor of the omplex Hilbert spae Ψ represents a pure quantum state.
By Born's interpretation of the wave funtion a pure state Ψ determines the
statistial state with the density matrix:
DΨ = Ψ⊗Ψ (78)
This Born's interpretation of the vetor Ψ  whih is, on one hand, the pure
state Ψ ∈ Ωc and, on the other hand, the statistial state DΨ  was the root
of appearane in QM suh a notion as individual (or irreduible) randomness.
Suh a randomness ould not be redued to lassial ensemble randomness,
see von Neumann [5℄.
In our approah the density matrix DΨ has nothing to do with the in-
dividual state (lassial eld). The density matrix DΨ is the image of the
lassial statistial state  the J-invariant Gaussian measure ρΨ on the phase
spae
7
having zero mean value and the (omplex) ovariation operator
BcΨ = αDΨ (79)
or
BcΨ = 2α
(
u⊗ u+ v ⊗ v v ⊗ u− u⊗ v
u⊗ v − v ⊗ u u⊗ u+ v ⊗ v
)
.
In measure theory there is used the real ovariation operator B. As we know
(see Proposition 7.3), for a J-invariant Gaussian measure the real and om-
plex ovariation operators are oupled by the equality:
BΨ =
1
2
BcΨ. (80)
This operator has two real eigenvetors orresponding to the same eigenvalue
λ = α/2 :
e
(1)
Ψ ≡ Ψ =
(
u
v
)
, e
(2)
Ψ ≡ iΨ =
( −v
u
)
.
7
This measure is uniquely dened, see Proposition 7.3.
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Thus the Gaussian measure ρΨ has the support in the real plane
ΠΨ = {ψ = x1e(1)Ψ + x2e(2)Ψ : xj ∈ R}
and
dρΨ(x1, x2) =
1
piα
e−
x2
1
+x2
2
α dx1dx2.
We remark that for two dimensional Gaussian distributions sympleti in-
variane is equivalent to oinidene of eigenvalues of the ovariane matrix,
i.e., (p↔ q)− symmetry of Gaussian distribution: B = diag(α/2, α/2).
Physial onsequene. There are no pure quantum states. States
that are interpreted in the onventional quantum formalism as pure states,
in fat, represent J-invariant Gaussian measures having two dimensional
supports. Suh states an be imagined as utuations of elds onentrated
on two dimensional real planes of the innite dimensional state phase-spae.
We reall that in quantum theory one distinguishes so alled pure states
and so alled mixtures. Let us disuss this point in more detail. The set
of density operators D(Ωc) is a positive one in the spae of all trae lass
operators: if D1, D2 ∈ D(Ωc), then p1D1 + p2D2 ∈ D(Ωc) for any p1, p2 ≥
0, p1 + p2 = 1. We reall, see e.g. [6℄, that the set of extreme points of the
one D(Ωc) oinides with the set of pure states. Thus only pure states Dψ
ould not be represented in the form of a statistial mixture:
D = p1D1 + p2D2, pj > 0, p1 + p2 = 1.
It seems that this mathematial result was one of the reasons why J. von Neu-
mann distinguished sharply pure states and statistial mixtures and elabo-
rated the notion of individual randomness - randomness assoiated with pure
states, see [25℄. In our approah there is no dierene between pure quan-
tum states and quantum statistial mixtures (at least from probabilisti
viewpoint; geometry of distributions orresponding to pure states is very
speial; they are onentrated on two dimensional real subspaes).
Example 9.1. Let us onsider the lassial statistial state (Gaussian
measure) ρ ≡ ρΨ whih is projeted onto the pure quantum state Ψ ∈
Ω, ||Ψ|| = 1. The measure ρ is onentrated on the real plane ΠΨ. Thus we
an restrit our onsiderations to the phase spae Ω = R×R and the measure
dρ(q, p) =
1
piα
e−
1
α
(p2+q2).
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Let us onsider a J-invariant physial variable
f(q, p) =
1
2
[(p2 + q2) + (p2 + q2)2].
We have
< f >ρ=
1
2
∫ ∫
(p2 + q2)dρ(q, p) +
1
2
∫ ∫
(p2 + q2)2dρ(q, p) = αI3 + α
2I5,
where In = 2
∫∞
0
sne−s
2
ds. Now we make the ampliation of the lassial
variable fα(q, p) =
1
2α
[(p2 + q2) + (p2 + q2)2] and obtain:
< fα >ρ= I3 + αI5.
Thus approximately < fα >ρ is equal to I3 - the quantum average. This is the
essene of quantum averaging: only the quadrati part fquad(q, p) =
1
2
(p2+q2)
of a physial variable f(q, p) is taken into aount; the ontribution of terms
of higher orders is negleted.
10 Prequantum lassial statistial eld theory
(PCSFT)
Let Q = P = L2(R
3) be the Hilbert spae of real valued square integrable
funtions ψ : R3 → R with the salar produt (ψ1, ψ2) =
∫
R3
ψ1(x)ψ2(x)dx.
Our lassial phase spae Ω = L2(R
3)× L2(R3) onsists of vetor funtions
ψ(x) =
(
q(x)
p(x)
)
. The sympleti operator J on this phase-spae has the
form:
q1(x) = p(x), p1(x) = −q(x) (81)
and the sympleti form on Ω is dened by w(ψ1, ψ2) =
∫
R3
(p2(x)q1(x) −
p1(x)q2(x))dx. The fundamental law of PCSFT is the invariane of physial
variables with respet to this transformation. By introduing on Ω the anon-
ial omplex struture we obtain the Ωc = L
C
2 (R
3)  the omplex Hilbert
spae of square integrable funtions ψ : R3 → C, ψ = q(x) + ip(x)) with
the salar produt (ψ1, ψ2) =
∫ 3
R
ψ1(x)ψ¯2(x)dx. Let us onsider an integral
operator
A : Ω→ Ω, Aψ(x) =
∫
R3
A(x, y)ψ(y)dy.
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The kernel A(x, y) of suh an operator has the blok struture. This oper-
ator is J-invariant i A11(x, y) = A22(x, y), A12(x, y) = −A21(x, y), and it is
symmetri i A11(x, y) = A11(y, x), A12(y, x) = A21(x, y) = −A12(x, y). The
orresponding quadrati form
f(ψ) =
1
2
[ ∫
A11(x, y)ψ1(x)ψ2(y)dxdy + 2
∫
A12(x, y)ψ2(x)ψ1(y)
+
∫
A11(x, y)ψ2(x)ψ2(y)dxdy
]
Let ρ be a J-invariant measure on Ω = L2(R
3)×L2(R3). Its omplex ovari-
ane is dened by:
< Bcψ1, ψ2 >=
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
(∫
R3
ψ1(x)ψ¯(x)dx
∫
R3
ψ(x)ψ¯2(x)dx
)
dρ(ψ).
Let ρ has the dispersion σ2(ρ) =
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
(
∫
R3
|ψ(x)|2dx)dρ(ψ) = α. We
nd the average of the quadrati physial variable f in the state ρ :
< f >ρ=
1
2
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
( ∫
A11(x, y)q(x)q(y)dxdy
+2
∫
A12(x, y)p(x)q(y)dxdy +
∫
A11(x, y)p(x)p(y)dxdy
)
dρB(q, p)
= TrBcA = αTrDc
f ′′(0)
2
,
where Dc = Bc/α is the von Neumann density operator obtained through the
saling of the ovariation operator of the Gaussian measure ρ representing
a lassial statistial state. Sine the observable is quadrati, there is the
preise equality of the average of the
1
α
-ampliation of the lassial variable
f and the quantum average of the self-adjoint operator 2A = f ′′(0)/2.
Let us forget for a moment about mathematial diulties and onsider
a singular integral operator - dierential operator:
H = − ∆
2m
+ V (x)
We onsider in phase-spae Ω the diagonal operator H11 = H22 = H,H12 =
H21 = 0 or we an diretly onsider H as ating in the omplex Hilbert spae
Ωc = L
C
2 (R
3). The orresponding lassial Hamilton funtion is quadrati:
H(ψ) = 1
2
< Hψ, ψ >=
1
2
∫
R3
( |∇ψ(x)|2
2m
+ V (x)|ψ(x)|2
)
dx.
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This is the lassial energy of a system with the innite-number of degrees
of freedom  the system of oupled elds q(x) and p(x). This system is a
lassial vetor eld; the parameter m  mass  is one of harateristis of
this eld. H(ψ) is an ordinary funtion (funtional) of ψ. We an nd its
lassial average:
< H >ρ= 1
2
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
< Hψ, ψ > dρ(ψ)
=
1
2
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
(1
2
∫
R3
(
|∇ψ(x)|2
2m
+ V (x)|ψ(x)|2)dx
)
dρB(ψ)
=
1
2
Tr Bc
(−∆
2m
+ V(x)
)
= αTr DcH, where Dc = Bc/α.
Of ourse, we understood that, sine the operator H is unbounded, the
Tr DcH is not well dened for an arbitrary Gaussian measure. One of pos-
sible solutions of this problem is to hoose the lass of Gaussian measures
depending on the quantum operator. Another possibility is to follow J. von
Neumann [10℄ and onsider an approximation of H by bounded operators
representing unsharp measurement of energy.
We emphasize again that we ould not guarantee that the quantum ob-
servable of energy H really orresponds to a quadrati lassial variable of
energy H(ψ) =< Hψ, ψ > (in fat, to its ampliation Hα(ψ) = 12α <
Hψ, ψ >). Let us e.g. the lassial energy-variable of the form:
F(ψ) =
[1
2
∫
R3
(
|∇ψ(x)|2
2m
+ V (x)|ψ(x)|2) + g
∫
R3
|ψ(x)|4dx
]
, g > 0
(whih is J-invariant). Then it produes the same quantum average as the
quadrati energy-variable:
< F >ρ= αTr DcH+ α2g
∫
L2(R3)×L2(R3)
(∫
R3
|ψ(x)|4dx
)
dρD(ψ)
Of ourse, the latter Hamilton funtion will indue nonlinear Hamiltonian
dynamis in the innite-dimensional phase-spae Ω, and in priniple it ould
be distinguished from the linear dynamis. We now onsider the quadrati
lassial variables induing quantum observables of the position xj and the
momentum pj(j = 1, 2, 3) :
fxj (ψ) =
1
2
< xjψ, ψ >=
1
2
∫
R3
xj |ψ(x)|2dx.
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fpj (ψ) =
1
2
< pjψ, ψ >=
1
2
∫
R3
yj|ψ˜(y)|2dy,
where ψ˜(y) is the Fourier transform of the L2-funtion ψ(x). We an also
onsider the quadrati lassial variables induing the angular momentum
operators, e.g.,
fJz(ψ) =
1
2
< Jzψ, ψ >=
−i
2
∫
R3
(
x
∂ψ
∂y
− y∂ψ
∂x
)
ψ¯ dxdydz
(but the same quantum operator also an be indued e.g. by the lassial
variable: fJz(ψ) =
1
2
(
< Jzψ, ψ > + < Jzψ, ψ >
2
)
.
11 Fundamental eld
In setion 10 we proposed the interpretation of PCSFT by whih, instead of
partiles, we onsidered orresponding elds, e.g., the eletron eld. Eah
eld ψ(x) = (q(x), p(x)) evolves as a pair of self-induing elds and the
system of Hamiltonian equations (24) desribes its motion. We onsider the
nonrelativisti ase and salar elds q(x) and p(x). In this ase the Hamilton
funtion has the form (26): H(ψ) = ∫
R6
R(x, y)ψ(x)ψ¯(y)dxdy, where
R(x, y) = −∇
2δ(x− y)
2m
+ δ(x− y)V (x). (82)
In setion 10 we interpretedm as a parameter, mass, determining a salar-
omplex eld (or a pair of self-induing real elds); the potential V (x, y) =
δ(x − y)V (x) was onsidered as an external potential ontributing into a
self-interation of ψ(x).8
Suh an interpretation of PCSFT was based on splitting of the kernel
R(x, y) into two summands, see (82), and on dierent interpretation of these
summands. The rst was onsidered as an internal ontribution of the eld
and the seond as an an external potential.
We now propose a new interpretation. We onsider also the rst summand
in (82) as an external potential induing a self-interation of the eld ψ(x).
8
In fat, the omponent q(x) self-interat with itself; the same is valid for p(x); Here
are no ross-interations. This self-interation is loal, sine it ontains the δ-funtion.
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Denition 11.1. A mass interation - eld (orresponding to the mass
parameter m > 0) is dened as
Rm(x, y) = −∇
2δ(x− y)
2m
(83)
Fundamental Field Interpretation:
There is the unique fundamental eld ψ(x) = (q(x), p(x)) whih interat
with various potentials.
9
In the onventional model an interation potential
R(x, y) is always of the form (26). So it ontains a mass interation eld.10
Thus we propose to the following interpretation of PCSFT:
a). There is the fundamental vetor-eld ψ(x) = (p(x), q(x)).
b). Its internal (onti) energy is given by:
H(ψ) = 1
2
||ψ||2 = 1
2
∫
R3
(q2(x) + p2(x))dx. (84)
). There are various interation-elds R(x, y) induing self-interations
of the fundamental eld ψ(x).
d). The energy of the R-self-interating eld ψ(x) is given by:
HR(ψ) = 1
2
∫
R6
R(x, y)ψ(x)ψ¯(y)dxdy. (85)
For salar elds q(x) and p(x) (in the nonrelativisti ase) an interation
eld R(x, y) an always be represented in the form (82), where the rst
summand is referred to as the mass interation-eld.
e). In the absene of interation-elds the fundamental eld ψ(x) evolves
as a system with the Hamilton funtion (84):
q˙ = p, p˙ = −q (86)
These are osillation of the form: ψ(t, x) = e−itψ0(x).
11
9
In our mathematial model an interation potential R(x, y) an be any distribution
on R
6.
10
We reall that we onsider nonrelativisti elds, so m > 0.
11
We remark that by the onventional interpretation of QM funtions ψ(t, x) for all t
are just representations of the same pure state that is dened up to λ = eiα. But by our
interpretation ψ(t1, x) and ψ(t2, x) for t1 6= t2 are dierent lassial elds.
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e1). In the presene of an interation-eld R(x, y) the fundamental eld
ψ(x) evolves as a system with the Hamilton funtion (85):
q˙ = Rp, p˙ = −Rq, (87)
where Rψ(x) =
∫
R3
R(x, y)ψ(y)dy.
Remark 11.1. By Proposition 5.1 the quadrati form (84) of the funda-
mental eld ψ(x) is not hanged in the proess of the Hamiltonian evolution
for any interation-eld R(x, y). We all (84) internal energy of ψ(x). In
fat, we never measure the internal energy of the fundamental eld ψ(x).We
always measure the energy of ψ(x) orresponding to some interation eld
R(x, y).
The main dierene between the fundamental ψ-eld and interation R-
elds is that for the ψ-eld we are not able to prepare individual states
(only Gaussian distributions), but for R-elds it is possible to prepare an
individual state that an be unhanged during suiently large interval of
time. For example, we are able to prepare the Kulon potential V (r) = c
r
and not only a Gaussian ensemble of suh potentials V (r, ψ) = c(ψ)
r
, where
ψ is a hane parameter. The same an be said about the mass eld. We
are able to prepare the mass potential Rm(x, y) =
∇2δ(x−y)
2m
and not only a
Gaussian ensemble of suh potentials Rm(x, y) =
∇2δ(x−y)
2m(ψ)
(we are able to
reate a partile of the xed maps m).
For the ψ-eld we are not able to prepare the xed state ψ0(x). Even
when in quantum mehanis one says that a system is in a stationary (pure)
state Ψ0, in PCSFT this means just the reation of a Gaussian ensemble of
Ψ-elds onentrated on the real plane ΠΨ0 = {e1 = Ψ0, e2 = iΨ0}.
Finally, we remark that in PCSFT there is no dierene (from the physial
viewpoint) between the mass potential Rm(x, y) and an external potential
V (x, y). 12
We nish this setion with a itation from the book of Einstein and Infeld
[19℄, p. 242-243:  But the division into matter and eld is, after the reognition
of the equivalene of mass and energy, something artiial and not learly dened.
Could we not rejet the onept of matter and build a pure eld physis? ... There
would be no plae in our new physis, for both eld and matter, eld being the
12
One of the purely mathematial dierenes is that the mass-potential Rm(x, y) =
δ(x − y)δ′′(x) is more singular ompared to RV (x, y) = δ(x − y)V (x), where V (x) is
typially a piee wise smooth funtion. But, of ourse, there an be onsidered singular
potentials V (x), e.g., V (x) = δ(x).
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only reality. This new view is suggested by the great ahievements of eld physis,
by our suess in expressing the laws of eletriity, magnetism, gravitation in the
form of struture laws, and nally by the equivalene of mass and energy.
12 Dispersion preserving dynamis with non-
quadrati Hamilton funtions
By onsidering nonquadrati observables, see setion 8, we ome to a new
interesting problem: investigation of dynamis with nonquadrati Hamilton
funtions. Let us onsider an arbitrary Hamilton funtion H : Ω → R.
The rst important remark is that suh a dynamis would transfer Gaussian
states into Gaussian i H is quadrati.
Suppose that, for any ψ ∈ Ω, the system of Hamiltonian equations (6) has
the unique solution, ψ(t) ≡ Utψ, ψ(0) = ψ. In this ase there is well dened
the map (Hamiltonian ow)
Ut : Ω→ Ω. (88)
This map indues the map U∗t in the spae of probability measures PM(Ω)
on the phase-spae Ω, see setion 4. As was already mentioned, in the non-
quadrati ase the measure U∗t ρ, t > 0, an be non-Gaussian even for a Gaus-
sian measure ρ. For nonquadrati Hamilton funtions we annot restrit the
lassial statistial model to the model with Gaussian states. We should
onsider the spae of statistial states onsisting of all probability measures
ρ on Ω that have the zero mean value and the dispersion α. Denote this lass
by the symbol PMα(Ω). May be we should onsider the sublass PMαsymp(Ω)
of PMα(Ω) onsisting of J-invariant measures: J∗ρ = ρ. But at the moment
we onsider arbitrary measures.
We are interested in Hamiltonian dynamis Ut in the phase spae Ω that
indues dynamis U∗t in PM
α(Ω). Suh a dynamis preserves the zero mean
value and the dispersion α.
Quantum dynamis orresponding to the lassial Hamiltonian dynamis
with a quadrati J-invariant Hamilton funtions is an example of dynamis
preserving the zero mean value and the dispersion. We are interested in more
general dynamis with similar features.
We nd the dispersion of U∗t ρ for an arbitrary ρ ∈ PM(Ω) having zero
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mean value:
σ2(U∗t ρ) =
∫
Ω
||Utψ||2dρ(ψ). (89)
We are interested in a Hamiltonian dynamis suh that dispersions of prob-
ability measures are preserved  dispersion preserving dynamis.
Suppose that Ut preserves the mean value of a measure. By (89) if Ut
preserves the norm on the phase spae Ω then U∗t preserves the dispersion.
We remark that a nonlinear norm preserving map U : Ω → Ω need not be
one-to-one or onto. Moreover, it need not be an isometry: ‖Uψ‖ = ‖ψ‖ for
any ψ ∈ Ω does not imply that ‖Uψ1 − Uψ2‖ = ‖ψ1 − ψ2‖.
It is easy to nd the suient and neessary ondition for norm-preserving
dynamis indued by a Hamilton funtion H(ψ). We an write the general
Hamiltonian equation (6) in the form:
ψ˙ = JH′(ψ). (90)
Theorem 12.1. Let the ow Ut indued by a Hamilton funtion H(ψ)
be a surjetion, i.e., Ut(Ω) = Ω. Then it is norm preserving i the following
equality, f. (37), setion 5, holds
(JH′(ψ), ψ) = 0, ψ ∈ Ω. (91)
Proof. a) Let ||Utψ||2 = ||ψ||2 for any ψ ∈ Ω. By using the representation
(90) we obtain:
0 =
d
dt
||Utψ||2 = 2(JH′(Utψ), Utψ).
Thus (JH′(Utψ), Utψ) = 0, ψ ∈ Ω. Now we use the fat that Ut(Ω) = Ω and
obtain the equality (91).
b) Let the equality (91) hold for any point of ψ ∈ Ω. Then, in partiular,
(JH′(Utψ), Utψ) = 0 (92)
for any ψ ∈ Ω. Thus d
dt
||Utψ||2 = 0 and hene ||Utψ|| = ||ψ||, t ≥ t0, ψ ∈ Ω.
We remark that (91) implies norm preserving even in the ase when Ut is
not surjetion.
Denote the lass of maps f : Ω→ R satisfying the ondition (91) by the
symbol W (Ω).
Corollary 12.1. A Hamiltonian ow is norm preserving i the equality
(92) holds.
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The equation (91) is a linear equation with respet to H :(∂H
∂q
, p
)
=
(∂H
∂p
, q
)
(93)
Theorem 12.2. Let the ondition H ∈ W (Ω).Then H′′(0) ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω).
Proof. We have: (H′(ψ), Jψ) = 0. Thus H′′(ψ)Jψ + J∗H′(ψ) = 0 and,
hene, H′′′(ψ)Jψ +H′′(ψ)J + J∗H′′(ψ) = 0. Therefore
[H′′(0), J ] = 0. (94)
We pay attention that in general we have:
[H′′(ψ), J ] = −H′′′(ψ)Jψ. (95)
We pay attention that, for any map H : Ω→ R, we an represent
H′′ =
(
∂2H
∂q2
∂2H
∂q∂p
∂2H
∂p∂q
∂2H
∂p2
)
The ondition H′′(0, 0) ∈ Lsymp,s(Ω) implies that
∂2H
∂q2
(0, 0) =
∂2H
∂p2
(0, 0),
∂2H
∂q∂p
= − ∂
2H
∂p∂q
. (96)
The latter equality should not be surprising even in the light of the well
known equality of mixed partial derivatives for any two times ontinuously
dierentiable map. Of ourse, we always have:
∂2H
∂pi∂qj
=
∂2H
∂qj∂pi
for any i, j. Let us onsider an illustrative example. Let us onsider the
quadrati Hamilton funtion: H(q1, q2, p1, p2) = p1q2 − q1p2. Here we have:
∂2H
∂q∂p
=
(
∂2H
∂q1∂p1
∂2H
∂q1∂p2
∂2H
∂q2∂p1
∂2H
∂q2∂p2
)
=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
;
and
∂2H
∂p∂q
=
(
∂2H
∂p1∂q1
∂2H
∂p1∂q2
∂2H
∂p2∂q1
∂2H
∂p2∂q2
)
=
(
0 1
−1 0
)
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We remark that any polynomial of type onsidered in Example 8.1 sat-
ises the ondition (91). Therefore eah Hamilton funtion of suh a type
indues the ow Ut(ψ) that preserves the norm, e.g., H(ψ) = a1(Hψ, ψ) +
a2(Hψ, ψ)
2, where [H, J ] = 0. But we do not know general relation between
the funtional lasses of J-invariant funtions and funtions satisfying (91).
On the other hand, by using the ondition (91) we an easily nd Hamil-
ton funtions that indue ows whih do not preserve the norm. Let us
onsider (in the two dimensional ase) the map H(q, p) = q2p. For this map
the ondition (91) does not hold true. Therefore the Hamiltonian ow or-
responding to this map does not preserve the norm.
We now investigate onditions for preserving of the average. There is
given a measure ρ with zero mean value (utuation of vauum): mρ =
0. We would like to nd a suient ondition for preserving of this value:
mρt = 0 for t ≥ 0. Let us onsider the lass of symmetri measures: suh ρ
that g∗−1ρ = ρ, where g−1ψ = −ψ. We remark that any even measure has the
zero mean value.
Proposition 12.1. Let ρ be a symmetri measure and let Ut(ψ) be an
odd Hamiltonian ow:
Ut(−ψ) = −Ut(ψ). (97)
Then the average mρt = 0 for t ≥ 0.
We even an prove that:
Proposition 12.2. An odd Hamiltonian ow preserves the lass of sym-
metri measures.
Proof. We should get g∗−1U
∗
t ρ = U
∗
t ρ. We have:∫
f(ψ)dg∗−1U
∗
t ρ(ψ) =
∫
f(Ut(−ψ))dρ(ψ) =
∫
f(−Ut(ψ))dρ(ψ)
=
∫
f(Ut(ψ))dρ(ψ) =
∫
f(ψ)dU∗t ρ(ψ).
Proposition 12.3. Let the Cauhy problem for a Hamiltonian equations
be well possed. Then the Hamiltonian ow is odd if H′ is odd.
Proof. a). Let (97) hold. Then
dUt
dt
(ψ) = −dUt
dt
(−ψ). Thus H′(Ut(ψ)) =
−H′(Ut(−ψ)). Hene
H′(φ) = −H′(−φ)) (98)
for any φ = Utψ. Sine the problem is well possed, any φ ∈ Ω an be
represented in this form.
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b). Let now (98) hold. We have: −dUt
dt
(−ψ) = −JH′(Ut(−ψ)) = JH′(−Ut(−ψ)).
But the problem is well possed, so the solution is unique. Thus (97) holds.
Corollary 12.2. Let the Hamilton funtion H(ψ) be J-invariant. Then
its ow preserves the averages of symmetri measures.
Finally, we pay attention that any J-invariant measure is symmetri (and
in partiular its average is zero).
Corollary 12.3. Let the Hamilton funtion H(ψ) and the measure ρ be
J-invariant. Then the Hamiltonian ow preserves the (zero) mean value of
ρ.
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